
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Parish Registration Form that Includes Questions Regarding  

Accommodations & Accessibility Needs for Children and Adults with Disabilities 
(suggestions for online or paper format) 

 
  Accommodations Needed at Mass  
  Please check any of the following accommodations that you or someone in your family needs in order 
  to have meaningful participation at Mass: 
 
     Pew that allows person in wheelchair to sit with family/others and not in the aisle 

     Wheelchair accessibility (ADA compliant parking, curbs, ramps, entrances, restrooms, gathering areas) 

     Low-gluten hosts                                                                         Sensory Friendly Mass 

     LOOP (Assisted Listening System)                                             ASL Interpreter (American Sign Language)                                

     Large print missalette/large print materials                            Materials in Braille                 

     Companion at Mass                                                                Transportation to Mass  

     Other ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

     I would be willing to work with the pastor/parish staff to implement any of the accommodations needed  

        that are not currently provided. Please contact _______________________ at ___________________________ 

  
  Sacramental Prep for a child or adult with a disability  
   I am looking for Sacramental Prep for: 
    myself              family member (child)      family member (adult) 

       Please provide some details: _________________________________________________________________________ 

       _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
  Faith Formation for a child or adult with a disability 

   I am looking for Faith Formation for: 
    myself              family member (child)      family member (adult) 

       Please provide some details: _________________________________________________________________________ 

       _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
  Mental Health Resources 

   I am looking for mental health resources/support for: 
    myself             family member (child)       family member (adult)  
       Please provide some details: _________________________________________________________________________ 

       _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
“Please answer the following questions if you or a family member have needs 

regarding accommodations or accessibility. Otherwise skip to the next section.” 
 

 
 

 
   Is there anything else you would like to share?  
   ___________________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                                                                     

 

  
  Please check any of the following that you and/or a family member would like to assist with at Mass:  
 
     greeter                  gift bearer                           usher                   altar server                                                                                                                                            

     lector                     cantor                                 choir (vocal)      choir(instrumental)                    

     extraordinary Minister: Body of Christ                extraordinary Minister: Blood of Christ   

         and would need the following accommodations: ____________________________________________________ 

  
  Please check any of the following volunteer opportunities that interest you and/or a family member:  
 
     parish board ___________________________       committee ____________________________________________                                                                                               

     ministry   _______________________________       event _________________________________________________                                                                                                  

        and would need the following accommodations: _____________________________________________________ 


